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So 2011 was the year of the newcomers 
in Austrian cinema. Marie Kreutzer, one 
of the country’s most promising talents, 
also presented her feature debut, The 
Fatherless (Die Vaterlosen), at the Berlinale. 
A psychodrama narrated through flashbacks, 
Kreutzer assembles four estranged siblings 
who meet for the first time in years following 
the death of their father. Raised in a hippie-like 
commune, their reunion prompts them to return 
to certain unresolved episodes from the past. 

Kreutzer takes a courageous step in embarking 
on an ensemble piece for her first film. 
Moreover, her tapestry of familial relations is a 
complex one in which the audience must strive 
to understand all its facets. The Fatherless is 
both challenging and rewarding viewing for 
engaged audiences. 

Barbara Eder’s debut Inside America is an 
extraordinary cinematic experience. Shot in 
a Texas high school and employing a semi-
documentary style, it details life for the 
students – a far remove from the existential 
enquiries of much Austrian cienma. 

Only Breathing performed successfully at the 
local box office. But all these films played well 

As an actor Karl Markovics (the lead 
in The Counterfeiters) is eminently 
experienced. He has now moved 

behind the camera with his feature debut 
Breathing (Atmen). The 49-year-old surprised 
many with this years most vivid Austrian film. 

The film is a portrait of a 19-year-old-boy 
convicted of homicide. Eager to leave the 
juvenile detention centre, he opts to find a 
job while on day parole, attempting to gain a 
foothold at the municipal undertakers. Gradually, 
Markovics makes us understand this restrained 
young man and the cold, cynical world he is 
a product of. What marks the film out is its 
avoidance of bleakness, producing instead a 
gripping drama. Markovics shows a thorough 
understanding of the language of cinema (aided 
by Martin Gschlacht’s cinematography) and 
has immediately marked himself out as one of 
Austria’s finest filmmakers. 

Like Breathing, the dismal drama Michael, 
the feature debut of casting director Markus 
Schleinzer, was invited to Cannes. The film 
draws on recent stories of child kidnapping and 
abuse, but Michael focuses on the perpetrator 
and not the victim. The result is a bland work that 
is less provocative than expected and indecisive 
in terms of its narrative and overall message.

Austria Gunnar Landsgesell

Karl Markovics’ Breathing

Barbara Eder’s Inside America
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Austrian Film Museum, Augustinerstr 1, A-1010 

Vienna, Tel: (1) 533 7054-0. Fax: (1) 533 7054-25. 

office@filmmuseum.at. www.filmmuseum.at. 

Filmarchiv Austria, Obere Augartenstr 1, A-1020 

Vienna. Tel: (1) 216 1300. Fax: (1) 216 1300-100. 

augarten@filmarchiv.at. www.filmarchiv.at. 

Association of Austrian Film Directors, c/o 

checkpointmedia Multimediaproduktionen AG, 

Seilerstätte 30, A-1010 Vienna. Tel/Fax: (1) 513 

0000-0. Fax: (1) 513 0000-11. www.austrian-

directors.com. 

Association of Austrian Film Producers, 

Speisingerstrasse 121, A-1230 Vienna. Tel/Fax: (1) 

888 9622. aafp@austrian-film.com. www.austrian-

film.com. 

Association of the Audiovisual & Film Industry, 

Wiedner Hauptstrasse 53, PO Box 327, A-1045 

Vienna. Tel: (1) 5010 53010. Fax: (1) 5010 5276. 

film@fafo.at. www.fafo.at. 

Austrian Film Commission, Stiftgasse 6, A-1070 

Vienna. Tel: (1) 526 33 23-0. Fax: (1) 526 6801. 

office@afc.at. www.afc.at. 

Austrian Film Institute (OFI), Spittelberggasse 

3, A-1070 Vienna. Tel: (1) 526 9730-400. Fax: (1) 

526 9730-440. office@filminstitut.at. www.

filminstitut.at.

Location Austria, Opernring 3, A-1010 Vienna. Tel: 

(1) 588 5836. Fax: (1) 586 8659. office@location-

austria.at. www.location-austria.at.

Vienna Film Fund, Stiftgasse 6, A-1070 Vienna. Tel: 

526 5088. Fax: 526 5020. office@filmfonds-wien.at. 

www.filmfonds-wien.at.

at international festivals, bolstering the profile 
of Austrian film generally. 

As most of these films are never likely to do 
well at the box office, the industry relies on 
the success of more genre-based fare, such 
as horror and comedy, to boost the coffers. 
Horror met with 3D for the first time in Austrian 
cinema with Markus Welter’s One Way Trip, yet 
another version of youth-camp-slasher-horror 
film that takes place deep in some woods. 

Once again, it is the output of non-fiction 
film that makes up an essential part of 
Austria’s filmmaking scene. Some well-known 
filmmakers offered fascinating accounts of 
the world around us. Nikolaus Geyrhalters’ 
Abendland, is a nightly trip through Europe 
and the activities after most people have 
gone to sleep. It is a collection of beautiful 
composed images of Europe after dark. 

What will 2012 hold for Austrian filmmaking? 
It is expected to be a very strong year. Michael 
Haneke is set to present a more intimate film, 
Amour, a love story in old age. In Paradise 
(Paradies) Ulrich Seidl tells three inter-
connected stories about sexuality in Kenya, 
Catholicism and a weight-loss camp. And 
Barbara Albert (Northern Skies) returns after a 
long time away from cinema with The Other 
World, detailing a young woman’s enquiry 
into her grandparent’s involvement in 
National Socialism.

The year’s best films
Breathing (Karl Markovics)
Inside America (Barbara Eder)
Abendland (Nikolaus Geyrhalter)

Nikolaus Geyrhalter’s Abendland
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